Abstract-The paper discusses the development of emotion recognition system which can be applied to a wider range of human population. This is achieved by measuring the unique electromagnetic (EM) signal generated upon invoking certain emotions. A set of audio-visual stimulants is designed to invoke the desired emotions under study that are happy, sad and nervous. A set of questionnaire is developed to verify the stimulant effectiveness in invoking the emotion. The recognition of the emotion is deduced from the measured electromagnetic signals radiated from the human body by a handheld device called Resonant Field Imaging (RFI TM ). There are ten points of interest (POIs) on the body where the signals are measured to form the dataset which later fed into Bayes Network (BN) to classify the emotion. ANOVA test is run in selecting the best features to classify the emotions. The result after eliminating 6 from 10 POIs demonstrates the system performance is not compromised. The efficiency of ANOVA and BN in selecting the best features to model the emotion recognition system has successfully optimized the cost of the system and reduced the time to measure the signals quite significantly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emotion recognition can be achieved through affective computing which is a mathematical tool to compute human emotions [1] . Affective state is a sentimental condition, often in which someone's feeling controls their consciousness for example in emotion, mood, and attitude [2] . Facial expression, posture, gesture, speech, biosignal, and body temperature can signify one's affective state, and they can be detected and processed accordingly. Electromyography (EMG) and electroencephalography (EEG) are the example of physiological measurements that are used to understand the problem related to affective state namely the occupational stress, mental effort, and other similar mental states [3] . Even though, the method is effective in generalizing the affective states, it requires the use of electrodes to be attached to the human skin which could lead to inconvenience to the subject. Other approaches to identify the emotion are by using patient's heart rate variability (HRV) [4] and facial image features [5] . These
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approaches however are limited to certain applications due to the variation of geographical locations and cultures between localities of the people. Thus, physiological signal in the form of biosignal is considered the most suitable form to represent and generalize human's emotion but poses a challenge to measure without the need to use invasive method.
There are two types of biosignals that could be the basis to identify the emotion namely permanent and induced biosignals. Permanent biosignal can be defined as the original signal produced by the human body without any kind of excitation from outside and it is lasting such as electrocardiograph (ECG) signals. Electromagnetic (EM) wave induced from the signal is categorized as permanent biosignal [6] . Meanwhile, induced biosignal is artificially triggered and as soon as the excitation component is removed, the strength of the signal becomes weaker as a function of time.
Physiological phenomenon induces electrical activity of the tissue before generating biomagnetic signal inside the body. For instance, surface of thorax electric activity is the source for electrocardiogram (ECG) signal [7] while magnetocardiogram (MCG) signal is originated from the electrical activity of heart [8] . Biomagnetic field is less sensitive towards signal detector since ambient white noise field has higher amplitude. Usually, induction coil magnetometer is used to detect the MCG albeit it results in a reasonable poor signal−to−noise ratio [9] . Before 1980s, a device called Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) was the only instrument that is sensitive enough to be used in high−quality biomagnetic measurements [10] and used to measure magnetic fields produced by organs of the human body specifically heart, brain, and lung [11] .
In this work, a device called RFI TM is used to measure the EM field generated by the human body. Since varying electrical impulses are generated and permeates across body upon the excitation of different emotions, it radiates a variety of EM fields from the body that acts as an antenna and reflects the characteristic of the mental activity of the subject. ANOVA test is then proposed for the feature selection in developing an emotion recognition system using the electromagnetic signals. The signals are measured from a set of points of interest (POIs) on human body. ANOVA is a statistical test on variance used to compare the differences between two or more means of the samples in the experiment [12] . The main objective in running the test is to select the best dependent variable (DV), in this case the POIs in describing the independent variable (IV) which is the emotion. The same technique is applied to many applications in reducing the DV so that the cost of experimental setup can be reduced, time spent in running the experiment can be
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Amongst other techniques used in emotion recognition systems, are Genetic Algorithm (GA) [13] , Tabu Search [14, 15] , Partial Syntactic Analysis [16] , and KolmogorovSmirnov test [17] . In [18] , human emotion stress analysis is done by using ANOVA to calculate the significance of features under study through EMG signals. As a result, the length of the waveform is found to be the best prominent features in emotional stress classification other than integrated EMG simple square integral and difference of absolute standard deviation value. An emotion recognition system through speech which is reported in [19] shows the effectiveness of ANOVA test in aiding the work in selecting the best features for the system. The average emotion recognition accuracy increased by 2.2% by removing or discarding 22% of the features. In [20] , by combining three different features selection methods which are ANOVA, Sequential Forward Selection and Sequential Backward Selection methods, the system is able to accord 92% accuracy in the recognition of joy and pleasure emotions by picking out only five features from the ECG signal.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In order to identify the model of emotions, a structured experimental setup was designed to invoke the desired emotions and the procedure to run the experiment is shown in Fig. 1 . The focus emotions in this paper are happy, sad, and nervous. Basically, when the subject is exposed to the audiovisual stimuli, a set of electromagnetic (EM) signals from the subject body are recorded by using Resonant Field Imaging (RFI TM ) device to form a dataset. The dataset is used in the machine learning network to classify and model the corresponding emotions. The efficacy of audio-video stimuli to invoke the desired emotion has been reported in [21] [22] . In [23] , it is reported that the speaker's emotion and facial expressions are able to influence the listener's emotion from human communication perspective. The emotional state of the subject is then verified by a set of questionnaire. A dedicated Graphical User Interface (GUI) is designed to display the corresponding classified emotion.
In this work, a device called RFI TM is employed to measure the EM signal produced by the human body. The use of the device has been reported in [24] [25] to classify human health condition in particular for smoker and nonsmoker. In [26] , the device is used in identifying stress condition in human. The EM signal is generated and permeated across the body upon the excitation of electrical impulses that reflects the characteristic of the subject's mental activity. The characteristics of the EM signals depend on the location of the points of interest (POIs) on the body for example in the head, shoulder, hand, leg or other body parts since the electric field distribution and radiation patterns are different [27] . In [28] , it is reported that there are seventeen regions on the human body that can be used as measuring points for classifying human's emotion. This research work however considers only ten points due to the fact that the emotion recognizer is intended to be used for a specific application that is to measure the emotion of stroke patient who suffers from hemiparesis upper extremity. During rehabilitation therapy the patient has to sit in the upright posture to allow the affected limb to undergo the therapy [29] .
In addition, these points are selected due to the convenience for both subject and experimenter, along with the time constraint issue to collect the data. When the audiovideo stimuli are played, the first five minutes is allocated for the subject to induce the right emotion related to the session and another five minutes is dedicated for data collection during the experiment. The suitable measuring points or POIs on the human body identified are both left and right palms, thighs, forearms, arms, and head as shown in Fig. 2 [30] .
During the experiment, the subject is asked to sit, facing a 32' LCD TV on a static chair with fathom at the hand's position while the experimenter is wearing cotton coat to avoid any electrostatic noise. The experiment is conducted in a closed room with the temperature of 20°C on 21 healthy subjects from International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) campuses in Kuantan and Gombak and the setup is shown in Fig. 3 .
The audio-visual stimuli is used to invoke the desired emotion. It is composed of video clips taken from various video-sharing websites and standard images from International Affective Picture System (IAPS) [31] . The stimuli is played for 10 minutes and the data collection is done during the last five minutes for each video session. There are three set of audio-visual stimuli played in three sessions.They represent three emotions under investigation which are happy, sad, and nervous.
At the end of each session, the subject is required to answer a set of questionnaire based on a Likert Scale. The range of the scale is set from 1 to 4 in order to relate and On the other hand, the collected dataset is analyzed using machine learning technique where the learning form chosen is supervised learning since the training sets is available to build the model of the input-output relation of the emotion recognition system. By using Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) software, the dataset is tested on different classifier modalities such as Naïve Bayes, Decision Table, Attribute Selected Classifier, and Multilayer Perceptron. Bayes Network (BN) is found to be the most appropriate classifier for the dataset with the highest classification accuracy as reported in [32] .
Finally, a dedicated graphical user interface (GUI) is designed using MATLAB software to visualize the whole process of recognizing the emotion. It includes a section where the experimenter can key-in all the 10 EM signals recorded from the POIs during the experiment and another section to display the classified emotion as shown in Fig. 4 . In order to evaluate the significance of each POI, ANOVA test is deployed on the collected dataset to eliminate any redundant data. The goal is to reduce the number of POIs but at the same time maintain the performance of the model. The reduction of POIs leads to the faster respond time of the system to recognize the specific emotion under study.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The overall data set are treated as raw data, where they are later pre-processed to form a set of coded values. The idea here is to discretize the range of values into groups. During the conversion, the EM signals are categorized into 15 groups starting from the group with code 0.05 and end with code 0.75. The group of codes is also applicable for signal in the range of 176.4MHz to 186.6MHz, and 352.8MHz to 373.7MHz. As the final step, the new coded dataset value is programmed into selected classier before the matching equivalent emotion and its corresponding hybrid automata code are displayed as the output. The coded values are used as the input to the network and the output is defined as the desired emotion. The performance of the network is then measured in term of the accuracy and precision of the mapping between the inputs to the output. Table I shows the result after 90% of the dataset from 10 POIs is used for training while another 10% is for testing the performance of the network. By using confusion matrix, the BN is able to classify 86% of the 50 datasets. 
The total number of dataset for each emotion is inconsistent due to the unavailability of the subject to participate in the experiment and in some cases the subjects opt not to be subjected to the stimuli due to sensitivity factor. Table II reports the performance of the BN classifier to classify the EM signals from 10 POIs. The results show the model of the emotion developed using BN has the average precision of 86% and average accuracy of 90.7%. The application of ANOVA test results in the elimination of six POIs from the original ten. The remaining POIs are identified as point 3, 4, 9 and10 in Fig. 2 which correspond to both left and right arms and both side of head regions. As tabulated in Table III , by using confusion matrix, the Bayes Network is able to classify 42 out of 50 datasets (84%).
In term of precision and accuracy, the performance of the BN to classify the emotion based on 4 POIs is shown in Table IV . In average, the new Bayes Network has the precision of 84% and accuracy of 89.3%, reduced by 2% and 1.5% from the previous BN respectively. From Table II and IV, it is also noted that the order of emotions in which they are correctly classified is 'Happy', followed by 'Nervous' and then 'Sad'.
From the result, it can be concluded that eliminating 6 out of 10 POIs does not significantly affect the performance of the Bayes Network to classify the emotion under study. In order to verify the result of emotional model in BN form, proper analysis has to be done on the given set of questionnaire. Figure 5 shows the frequency of emotional levels based on Likert Scale in answering the questionnaire. The use of audio-visual stimuli in invoking the subject emotion can be concluded as practical and successful since there is no selection for other type of emotions during specific induced emotion session. It is also observed that none of the subject selects the scale of 1 in the questionnaire to negate the supposedly invoked emotional state.
The result from the questionnaire in term of percentage of the Likert scale is summarized in Table V . From the table, it shows that majority of the subjects choose the scale of 3 and 4 to express their emotional state levels after being subjected to the audio-visual stimuli with a combined total percentage of 78%, 82% and 75% for 'Happy', 'Nervous' and 'Sad' states respectively. It is quite interesting to note that the order of recognizing 'Sad' state is the lowest from both BN model and the questionnaire analysis and this might suggest the efficacy of the 'Sad' audio-video stimuli. As a summary, the accuracy and precision of the BN classifier in the emotion recognition system demonstrates a strong correlation between electromagnetic (EM) signals generated from human body to the corresponding invoked emotion. In addition, ANOVA test is applied to discard redundant datasets that results in elimination of 6 out from 10 POIs. The result improves the cost and respond time of the system and at the same time able to maintain the performance of the BN emotional model at the optimum level. For future work, the system will be integrated into rehabilitation robotic system so as to investigate the emotional state of stroke patient while undergoing therapy.
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